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ICANN Publishes
the Final Rights Protection
Mechanism (RPM)
Requirements for New gTLD Registries

LOS ANGELES- ICANN published the final Rights Protection Mechanism (RPM) Requirements for new
gTLD registries, which enables trademark holders to protect their rights during the Domain Name System
expansion.
A set of trademark protections were developed by the ICANN community for incorporation into the New
gTLD Program and include both trademark claims and sunrise services, which are required for all new
gTLDs. These final RPM Requirements are part of all Registry Agreements and include practical details
of implementing sunrise services and claims’ services processes.
This final version reflects significant changes based on stakeholder inputs received during the ICANN
meeting in Beijing in April, an open consultation conference call attended by more than 50 participants
in April, comments provided by various individuals and stakeholder groups in May and June, continuing
discussions during the ICANN meeting in Durban in July, and a formal public comment period during
August and September.
The feedback received encompassed a range of views, and ICANN has carefully weighed the inputs from
all stakeholders to arrive at a balanced outcome that supports the objectives of effective TLD launches
with robust trademark protections.
Source: The Domains
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Japan Fines

Apple 330 Million
Yen over Patent
Infringement
TOKYO- The Tokyo District Court ordered the
U.S. Apple Inc. to pay 330 million yen (about 3.
35 million U.S. dollars) in damages to Japanese
inventor Norihiko Saito over patent infringement
involving iPod music player, according to local
media.
The patent that Saito’s company applied for in
1998 covers a technology for the click wheel
controller that Apple has used for its iPod player
in Japan since 2004, Japan’s Kyodo News
quoted presiding judge in a ruling. Saito filed
an application with the Tokyo Customs for an
injunction against iPod imports over the patent
infringement in 2007.
The U.S. company then filed a suit seeking to
confirm the absence of a patent infringement,
while Saito launched a countersuit asking 100
million yen (around 1.02 million dollars) in
damages. However, the damages amount was
based on the volume of past sales and is far less
than 10 billion yen (about 101.56 billion dollars)
newly claimed by Saito.
Source: Xinhuanet
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Yahoo! Settles Copyright
Lawsuit with Singapore
Press Holdings
SINGAPORE- US Internet giant Yahoo! has
settled a two-year lawsuit filed by Asian media
group Singapore Press Holdings (SPH) over the
reproduction of its news content without permission,
both firms confirmed.
SPH, which publishes Singapore’s Straits Times
newspaper and other dailies, in November
2011 asked the city-state’s High Court to stop
Yahoo! from further reproducing articles from
its newspapers and pay unspecified damages for
copyright infringement.
A joint statement by both firms said that Yahoo! Asia
Pacific “acknowledges that it has, in connection
with its Yahoo! Singapore News site, reproduced
content from SPH’s newspapers without SPH’s
approval.
As publishers, Yahoo! companies strive to respect
the Intellectual Property Rights of others wherever
they do business.”

It also added that “The actions here by a small
number of Yahoo! Asia Pacific employees are
deeply regretted. The responsible employees have
been disciplined or terminated.”
The US firm has also undertaken not to “knowingly
or intentionally infringe SPH’s copyrights”.
In court documents, the Singapore publisher cited
23 news articles which it said Yahoo! reproduced
without permission over a 12-month period,
including political and crime stories first published
in the print editions of the Straits Times, The New
Paper and My Paper.
Yahoo! in turn argued that copyright laws do not
protect facts and information. It also claimed
SPH reproduced without authorization several
Yahoo! articles and pictures on STOMP, a citizenjournalism website owned by SPH.
Yahoo! Asia Pacific has paid damages and costs to
SPH, but did not specify the amount.
Source: Interaksyon
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Qatar’s Cabinet
Reviews Draft Laws
DOHA- The weekly Cabinet meeting chaired by the Prime Minister and Interior Minister HE Sheikh
Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa Al Thani discussed several topics and took decisions.
It took measures for issuing a draft law on exempting some contracts of Qatar Airways and Qatar Executive
Charter from income tax, after reviewing recommendations of the Advisory Council on the draft law.
The meeting approved civil and commercial articles of the draft Arbitration Law and referred it to the
Advisory Council. The draft law comes in the context of the modernization of legislations to keep pace
with expectations of the local and international business environment, and facilitate out-of-court settlement
of civil and commercial disputes.
The Cabinet also endorsed two draft laws on delineating the borders of Tompok and Sanei Al Hamidi villages.
The draft laws were prepared to keep pace with urbanizing the villages that have been witnessing, avoid their
overlapping into the limits of nearby and neighboring villages and towns, especially Al Khor City.
The session approved a draft accord on cultural cooperation between Qatar and El Salvador and a draft
memorandum of understanding to launch political consultations between Qatar and Panama.
Source: Qatar News Agency
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Saudi

Women
Get License
to Practice
Law
RIYADH- Four Saudi women were granted licenses
in October by the Ministry of Justice to practice law
in the Kingdom’s courts. Until now, Saudi women
who graduated from law school were previously
employed as legal consultants, but were banned
from practicing law in the courtroom and were not
given attorney status. They also could not own and
operate law firms.
The ministry’s move could have a wide-ranging
impact on Saudi Arabia’s domestic court
system. Women in divorce and custody cases
have long battled a system that favors fathers
and husbands.
According to the report, Saudi female
clients will now have an opportunity to be
represented by women who can empathize
with their plight. The ministry awarded
a license to Arwa Al-Hujaili, a King
Abdulaziz University graduate from
Jeddah, to become a legal trainee. AlHujaili can practice law once she
completes her three-year internship.
Source: World Bulletin
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Cadbury and the Color
Purple: Nearly a Century of
Use Couldn’t Trademark It
LONDON- Cadbury lost its five-year court battle to Nestle over whether Cadbury could register a distinctive
shade of purple as a trademark, a specific shade—defined as Pantone 2685C—that it has used on its Dairy
Milk bars and other sweets since World War I.
The court denied Cadbury’s attempt to register what the court called “multiple signs” for its trademark,
involving using the purple shade in many different graphic permutations rather than a single, consistently
presented block of color.
Everyone recognizes how key a color can be to a logo or brand identification: vivid red with a can of CocaCola, for example. And Cadbury noted that “the British public has grown up understanding its link with our
chocolate.”
Cadbury further stated that the ruling “does not affect our long held right to protect our distinctive color
purple from others seeking to pass off their products as Cadbury chocolate.” Just in case Nestle had the
thought, and Cadbury reserved the right to “the possibility of an appeal.”
But this setback doesn’t mean Cadbury’s purple reign is over. It just means the brand’s competition with
Nestle will move on to all the other areas where differences in chocolate formulation, packaging, pricing and
merchandising create shifts in sales and market share.
Source: Brandchannel
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DAMASCUS - Syria issued legislative decree No. 67 for the year 2013 stipulating the extension of the validity
of the Legislative Decree No. 16 for the year 2013 regarding the exemption from all interest, penalties, and
fines due on some payers of taxes, financial charges and personal receivables until December 31, 2013.
On the other hand, the Syrian Cabinet also approved a draft decree amending customs duties as stipulated
in Decree No. 265 of 2011. Speaking to the reporters, the Prime Minister Wael al-Halqi stressed that the
government will continue its policy of subsidizing basic materials for citizens, denying rumors that say
otherwise.
Source: Sana News Agency
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Amman, Jordan
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Ramallah, Palestine
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Dubai, UAE
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Erbil, Iraq
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Shanghai, China
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